106	EUROPE   AT   PLAY
is a nightingale who sings each dawn, and not by
arrangement with the B.B.C, outside my window at
the Westminster Hotel; her voice is like water bubbling
from a silver jar, and she tells me all the mistakes I have
just made at the tables, but unfortunately gives no advice
for the coming evening,
The extraordinary thing about this air is that after
four or five hours' sleep one wakes as fresh as a daisy;
the reaction conies on the return to England.
Every night is a gala night at one or other of the hotels
or restaurants; this certainly may add to the gaiety of
the place concerned, but does not improve its cuisine.
The Hermitage produces its usual effects from golden
rain and fireworks outside the windows; within there
was not even a toy balloon,
There have been some heavy wins in the Casino, but
never think that anybody is winning at the big table
just because he has piles of ten~w///<r plaques in front of
him* What you want to discover is how many times
he has visited the eaisst for reinforcements.
You can watch M. Aboudaram, the head of the Casino,
giving the "AH right" or the "Beware" signal to his staff
as they question him about applicants for cashing
cheques* His pretty wife has now taken to gambling
in five-franc pieces at the roulette tables: previously she
used to go over to Berck if she wanted to play*
Debussy could have composed a new "Children's
Comer Suite" had he been able to glance at the end of
one roulette table where sat a bevy of lovely juveniles
(as Casino ages go, for you must be twenty-one at entry)
—Lady Jean Dundas, Miss Susan Hambto, Mrs. Ken-
neth Roman, Miss Pamela Moorhouse, Lady Jean
Ramsay, and Miss Anne Tritton, all of whom will, I

